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Charge exchange reactions can be useful for identifying
isovector resonances. At present the most promising j!
use of charge exchange reactions with respect to giant
resonances is to locate and study Gamow Teller (GT) i
resonances. Detailed comparisons between GT and Ml
strengths can yield further structure information.

I. PERSPECTIVE: GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CHARGE EXCHANGE
REACTIONS (1«Centreline | Sj

•By "charge exchange reaction" one means an isobaric j
reaction in which the mass numbers of the two particleslin;
the entrance channel are the |same as the mass numbers of
the two particles in the exit c^.annel, but the charge |
distribution changes and charjge is conserved. Some | ,
examples of single charge exchange are (p.n),
(ir+,7r°), (it-,Tr°), (3He,t), (tf,3He), (6Li,6He), ,
An example of double charge exchange is (ir+,ir~).

: In each of the first si^ examples the observed parj-
ticle belongs to the same isospin multiplet as the projec-j
tile. This need not generally be the case and indeed is i;
not the case for (6Li,6He) and (180,18F). j h

When the target and final nucleus as well as the pro-
jectile and ejectile are pairs from multiplets, the reaction
is an isobaric analog state (IAS) transition. The reaction
A(p,n)B, where B is the isobaric analog of A, has been espe-
cially important in the development of nuclear physics.I „
The discovery* that this reaction, which may be described as
a rotation in isospin space,(leads to a narrow final state
even for nuclei with large neutron excesses demonstrated ;
the persistence of isospin multiplet structure. i J
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,, The IAS may be thought o f as a monopole g iant reso-
jnance. I t i s exc i ted by the isosp in term in the nucleon-
jnucleus interaction, (t»T) where t is the projectile isospin
operator and T is the target 'isospin operator. IAS experi-
ments explore the strength distribution of <¥f | .(t»T) ;

;| *-j>2 with respect to excitation energy in the final '
jjnucleusscieThet'T interactions contributes to elastic scat-,
litering, bufctis-diffieult^to measure in that context because
elastic scattering is overwhelmingly dominated by isoscalar
processes. The charge exchange contribution of (t»T), j ;i

!![<*f :j f h " " | * i> for the (p,n)| reaction], is easily observed.
jiThe energy distribution is sharp, £ 100 keV. I ;i
NLeft-iYfigjf̂ oF|s a f o r m a l connec|tion between iAS'Wansf^fiolhV jj
jjin (p,n) and beta decay. The nuclear matrix element that ,;
appears in allowed Fermi transitions is <*f | T~ | *-f>. | |'

j;Although this matrix element cannot be factored out |
exactly from the expression fjor the charge exchange reac-

t i o n :cross section there is a degree of approximation, j
which may be quite good, at which the matrix element can be
factored out and the (p,n) reaction can in principle be;

I used to study Fermi strength (distributions. In fact, the
question of Fermi strength distributions was answered in i
the early surveys of (p,n) reactions which showed a single

i'sharp peak. I t is now generally jBcceo^ed that a l l of the .j
'Fermi strength resides in the! I AS J1 The sum strength is ! i
given by <ihAS | T" | ttarget>* • ^ ta rge t : u . ! '

! With this value assumed jfor the Fermi strength in the
IAS peak, the (p^n) IAS cross sections have been used to
determine the strength of the isovector component of the
nucleon-nucleus interaction potential, VT.Z The relevance

I of VT to the excitation of isovector hydrodynamic multi-
pole resonances lies in the fact that in models of these
excitations the magnitudes of! the isovector multipole i
deformations are proportional to the isovector monopole!
strength.' | i

I I I . :ISOSPIN SELECTION RULES | |

\ :Figure 1 i l lustrates conceptual excitation of a giant
resonance with various isospin possibi l i t ies. Diagram "a"
shows an isoscalar excitation. Of course the excited .
state must have the same isospin as the target. The reac-
tions (p,p') and (a,a') are indicated as examples only.
Other possibilit ies exist also. Diagram "b" shows excita-
t ion 'by an isovector interaction of a resonance with the
same:isospin as the target. In this case a charge ! j
exchange channel exists and two members of an isospin \ '

P a g e r r j T . b ^ 1 - ' ' : • ' c r - •••-•?

sno cc-i;:'i;na u . ' . J
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FIGURE 1, Diagram showing the isospin relationships among
the states reached by charge exchange reactions.
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multiplet can be excited. Diagram "c" shows excitation of
a resonance with isospin one unit higher than the target.
Here two charge exchange channels exist. Diagram "d"
shows a special case of diagram "c" where T=0. The channel
isospin is then identical to the isospin of the projectile,
and isospin conservation imposes simple intensity ratios.
In the example indicated a(p,n) = cr(n,p) = 2<r{p,p').
Diagram VUllustrates excitation of a resonance with T-l.
Here only one charge exchange channel exists.

If a resonance is seen in a charge exchange reaction,
it follows that its connection to the target state is by
an isovector interaction. If a resonance is seen in an
(n,p) or equivalent charge exchange reaction then theS!°P{I

isospin of the resonance must be greater than the isospin
of the target (diagrams c and d).

In diagram "b" the resonance as seen in charge
exchange is a T > state. In diagram "c" the resonance as
seen in (p,n) has T two units above the ground state of
the final nucleus and may be in region of high level den-
sity where it may be difficult to observe. In that case
(n,p) has a clear advantage for observing the resonance.

III. EXPLOITATION OF CHARGE EXCHANGE TO DISTINGUISH
ISOSPIN COMPONENTS .*Ofci!lit fc

Several investigators have used the (n,p) reaction to
search for T> components of resonances.3»4 This corresponds
to diagram "c" in fig. 1. If a resonance is seen in (n,p),
it follows that the isospin of the resonance is T+l and
the excitation is related to the target state by an iso-
vector interaction.

Consider the case of "Al(n,p)2'Mg. Any resonance
seen in the proton spectrum must correspond to a T=3/2
final state. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the (n,p)
spectrum with other experimental data. Note that there
appears to be a correlation between the giant dipole reso-
nance (GDR) and the (n,p) spectrum, as one would expect
since the GDR is an isovector excitation.

Data for (n,p) on the nickel isotopes show inter-
esting features when compared with calculations of
expected El strength. This is shown in fig. 3.

IV. ENHANCEMENTS, INHIBITIONS, AND SIGNATURES

So far we have pointed out that charge exchange reac-
tions may be useful for exploring Isovector resonances
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FIGURE 2, Spectra illustrat-
ing the identification of
the prominent peak in the
proton spectrum from
27Al(n,p)27Mg with the giant
dipole excitation (from ref.
3).
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FIGURE 3, Studies of the (n,p) reaction on nickel isotopes
(from ref. 3).
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because they w i l l not induce isoscalar exci tat ions. This
condit ion makes for low background, but does not ensure
that a desired isovector exci tat ion w i l l be induced.

The ideal probe for exploring a part icular resonance
would contain an interact ion term that connects the target
state to the desired resonance and nothing else. Short of
t h i s idea l , the probe at least should provide a good signa-
ture for ident i fy ing the properties of the resonance.

In ine last ic scattering the pro jec t i le is coupled to
hydrodynamic shape resonances through deformations of the
opt ical po ten t ia l . Such deformations w i l l also couple
isovector modes of these resonances to charge exchange
channels and one can hope to dist inguish different^ mu l t i -
po la r i t i es by the i r angular d is t r ibu t ions . Unfortunately,
although d i f fe rent mul t ipo lar i t ies peak at d i f ferent
angles, they do not go to zero o f f the i r peak angles and
background exists from other processes. The general
d i f f i c u l t y of observing multipole resonances in (3He,t)
reactions because of background is i l l us t ra ted in two
contr ibut ions to th is conference.5*^ in both contributions
Gamow-Tel1er resonances are observed, although not very
dist inct ly .

The f i r s t report of a 6T resonance excited in charge
exchange was in the 9°Zr(p,n)9pNb.reaction a t c - 45
MeV.7 At higher energies the (p,n) reaction come close to
being an ideal probe for GT resonances. Figure 4 shows
90Zr(p,n)90Nb at 45, 120, and 160 MeV.7*8 Not only is i t
easy to see the resonances at the higher energies, but the
energy dependence can, i t se l f , be used as an additional
signature for identifying the GT resonance. This resonance
is only weakly observed9**0 in (^He.t) reactions. These
searches have been reviewed by Galonsky.11

The appearance of the GT resonance in high energy
(p,n) spectra can be understood in terms of the nucleon-
nucleon force. One expects the nucleon-nucleus interaction
to be made up of two-body nucleon-nucleon terms summed over
the nucleons in the nucleus. Insofar as the nucleon-
nucl eon force is understood in terms of pion exchange, the
longest range component is one pion exchange and, expressed
as a potential,

VOPEP = f2 (" ic2 )VT2C cV f f2 + S12(l+3/x+3/x2)]e"x/3x (1)

x = mcr/tf.
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FIGURE 4, 90Zr(p,n)90Nb at Ep = 45, 120, and 160 MeV.
The 45 MeV data are from ref. 7.
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The central component contains the spin-isospin opera-
t o r combination ( G I / C ^ H T I ' T ? ) * Summed over nucleons th is
would take the form 5 (0*0-J) (T*T.J) where the unsubscripted
operators refer to the pro jec t i le and the subscripted
operators mfe r to the nucleons.

The Gamow-Teller operator is simi lar to the central
term in VQp^p, and the GT matrix element between states i
and f is

(2)

Thus, states connected by the GT operator are also
connected by VnpEp.12 At low momentum transfer the tensor
term in Vnpcp becomes small compared to the central term.
Higher muTtipole terms of the f u l l nucleon-nucleon interac-
t i on are also small at low q.13,14

In the approximation of keeping only the central mono-
pole terms, the (p,n) cross section at 0° to states with
appreciable Fermi and/or Gamow Tel ler strength may be w r i t -
ten as:

JOT<GT> | 2> (3)

where JT and Oar are the magnitudes of the volume integrals
(q=0 components) of the spin-independent (TI«T 2) and spin-
dependent (°i*a2) (Tl*T2) isovector central terms in v-jp
including the contribution from knockout exchange,
N!j! and N§_ are distortion factors that can be calculated.
The transition rate for allowed beta decay can be expressed
in a similar way.

^ = G2 <F>2 + G2 <GT>2 (4)

where Gv and G^ are the vector and axial vector coupling
constants respectively.
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We know empirically from the fall-off of the differen-
tial cross section with angle that the GT transitions as
seen in the (p,n) reaction are peaked toward zero momentum
transfer. We also know this theoretically in that
microscopic DWBA calculations using reasonable interactions
derived from the measured nucleon-nucleon interaction also
correctly reproduce the data. It is, therefore, inter-
esting to note how close to zero momentum transfer one can
get with particular probes. At zero degrees where there is
no transverse momentum, the momentum transfer is just that
imposed by the energy change due to the reaction Q value.

Thus, the higher the kinetic energy of the probe, the
closer to q=O it probes. For example, at 45 MeV, where the
GT resonance (Q = -15.6) was first seen, Apm-jn % 52 MeV/c
while at 160 MeV Apm-jp ife 30 MeV/c. This momentum effect is
no doubt one reason that the GT resonance is easier to see
at higher energy. It is also true that the spin indepen-
dent isospin term in the potential, VT, decreases as the
energy increases, which makes the GT resonance stand out
more strongly relative to the analog state in the high
energy data.

It is possible to extract quantitatively the GT matrix
elements with minimal use of DWBA calculations. We use
eqs. (3) and (4). Consider for example, 26Mg(p,n)26Al.
Fig. 5 shows the relevant level scheme. The beta decay
rates from 26Si have been measured. For the IAS <F>2 = 2.
For the 1.1 MeV state <GT>2 can be determined from eq. (4).
We use the constants

= <F>2 +1.5 <GT>2 . (7)

The spectrum is shown in fig. 6. The state at 1.1
MeV has the largest GT matrix element. We evaluate
(N^TJaT)2 from that cross section and evaluate (NDJT)2 from
the analog state cross section. To apply this formalism to
the case of 90Zr(p,n)90Nb we need DWBA only to determine
the mass dependence of the distortion factors.!5 We have
calculated the distortion factors using a reasonable
interaction and comparing the 0° cross sections obtained
from distorted waves with those obtained from plane waves.
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FIGURE 5, Mass 26 isobar diagram showing the levels used
to determine the relative strengths of the spin
dependent and spin independent isospin terms in
the effective n-n force.
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Extracting <GT>2 in this my for the giant GT resonance in
9°Zr(p,n)90Nb we find <GT>2 = 8.3 which is about 28% of
sum strength assuming the ground state configuration in
90Zr is v(g 9/ 2) 1 0. We find some additional GT strength in
other states so that the total observed strength is about
40? of the sum strength.8

Figure 7 shows some 0° (p,n) cross sections plotted
against Gamow-Teller matrix elements. The quantity plotted
is the 0° cross section corrected for phase space and
distortion, i.e.,

V. POSSIBLE NEW EXPLORATIONS WITH CHARGE EXCHANGE

An interesting possible use of pion charge exchange is
suggested in a contribution to this conference.^ since the
pi on has zero spin, there can be no excitation of GT reso-
nances at 0°. Away from 0° it is possible to excite spin-
flip transitions through a spin-orbit coupling between the
nucleon spin and the projectile-nucleon orbital angular
momentum. Inasmuch as the 0° spectrum should not contain
spin-flip transitions, pion charge exchange should be a
clear way to search for isovector monopole resonances. The
most favorable way to look for this is probably with (*",
ir°) which would find the T = Tn+1 component. A T = T0-l\
component could be found with (ir+,Tr°).

Another possible use of charge exchange reactions is
to determine the GT matrix elements for analogs of Ml reso-
nances and compare these with Ml matrix elements determined
from inelastic electron sattering. This idea has been
suggested by Petrovich, Love, and McCarthy.1' Near q=0, the
cross section for magnetic electron scattering depends on
both an orbital current density and a spin density, while
the (p,n) charge exchange cross section depends only on a
spin density.
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•gjj (p»n) £ 8*

si ' ' ' fi.1

where p,i is a spin density and p*i is an orbital current
density!0 10

With the comparison it should be possible to
distinguish the spin and the current contributions.

VI. SUMMARY

It has been shown that nucleon charge exchange reac-
tions are good probes for finding GT resonances.
Relationships to beta decay have been shown. In pi on
charge exchange reactions GT resonances are weak and these
reactions may be used to look for other monopole excita-
tions. Comparisons of (p,n) and (e.e1) reactions might be
usable to distinguish the spin and orbital components fo Ml
resonances.
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